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ABSTRACT
We measured the impact of new mutations on genetic variation for body size in two independent sets

of C. elegans spontaneous mutation-accumulation (MA) lines, derived from the N2 strain, that had been
maintained by selfing for 60 or 152 generations. The two sets of lines gave broadly consistent results. The
change of among-line genetic variation between cryopreserved controls and the MA lines implied that
broad sense heritability increased by 0.4% per generation. Overall, MA reduced mean body size by �0.1%
per generation. The genome-wide rate for mutations with detectable effects on size was estimated to be
�0.0025 per haploid genome per generation, and their mean effects were �20%. The proportion of
mutations that increase body size was estimated by maximum likelihood to be no more than 20%, suggesting
that the amount of mutational variation available for selection for increased size could be quite small.
This hypothesis was supported by an artificial selection experiment on adult body size, started from a
single highly inbred N2 individual. We observed a strongly asymmetrical response to selection of a magni-
tude consistent with the input of mutational variance observed in the MA experiment.

THE contribution of spontaneous mutations to the experiments have the advantage of potentially rapidly
variability of a quantitative trait can be quantified fixing mutational differences between lines and have

as the mutational variance, Vm, the new genetic variance told us much about the potential of new mutations to
arising in one generation (Clayton and Robertson lead to selection response (e.g., Lopez and Lopez-
1955). To compare the mutability of different traits or Fanjul 1993a; Mackay et al. 1994) and about the prop-
the same traits across species, the mutational variance erties of mutations that contribute (Lopez and Lopez-
is often scaled by dividing by the environmental variance Fanjul 1993b; Fry et al. 1995; Mackay 1996; Mackay
of the trait and expressed as the mutational heritability, and Fry 1996). However, large-effect mutations make
h 2

m. Mutational heritabilities for many traits of multicel- disproportionate contributions to selection response,
lular eukaryotes are frequently in the range 10�3–10�2 and inferences are restricted to the traits under selec-
(Houle et al. 1996), and there is evidence for a positive tion. MA experiments, in which mutations are allowed
correlation between mutational heritability and genera- to accumulate in lines of small effective size under re-
tion time (Lynch et al. 1999). Knowledge of mutational laxed selection, can provide a clearer picture of the
variation or heritability is useful on its own for pre- properties of new mutations that is less biased by selec-
dicting rates of response to artificial selection in the tion. This is currently the only way that is available to
long term (Hill 1982a,b) or the genetic variance and estimate the rates and average effects of new mutations
divergence of populations under the neutral model for quantitative traits (Crow and Simmons 1983) or
(Lynch and Hill 1986); however, the evaluation of parameters of the distribution of mutational effects
models involving most forms of selection requires infor- (Keightley 1994; Garcia-Dorado 1997; Shaw et al.
mation on the rates and distributions of effects of muta- 2002).
tions (Burger 2000). In the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, a species that

Two ways to study the properties of spontaneous muta- normally reproduces by self-fertilization, there have
tional variation for quantitative traits are by long-term been two spontaneous MA experiments carried out
selection starting from an inbred ancestral line or by (Keightley and Caballero 1997; Vassilieva and
mutation accumulation (MA) in closely inbred lines Lynch 1999). Studies of fitness-related traits of the MA
under relaxed selection. Long-term artificial selection lines and frozen control populations indicate that spon-

taneous mutation accumulation has an overwhelmingly
negative effect on fitness components and that the distri-
butions of mutational effects appear to be somewhatCorresponding author: Department of Biology and Biochemistry, Uni-

versity of Houston, Houston, TX 777204. E-mail: razevedo@uh.edu platykurtic. Mutant alleles that are detectable on the
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dentally lost). Before the assay, each of these 156 lines wasbasis of subline divergence for most life-history traits
split into three replicates that were maintained for two genera-occur at a rate of the order of 0.01 per haploid genome
tions by single-worm transfer. Finally, with the strains approxi-

per generation and have average homozygous effects of mately synchronized, one 96-hr-old individual per replicate
�20% (Keightley and Bataillon 2000; Vassilieva et was allowed to lay eggs on a fresh plate for �1 hr. Eighteen

to 24 hr later 20 larvae per replicate were transferred to aal. 2000), but these rate (average effect) estimates are
fresh plate and, 72 hr after egg laying (we did not detect anylikely to be substantially biased downward (upward, in
differences among lines in hatching time), 10–15 of theseabsolute value), due to the presence of deleterious mu-
worms were collected into centrifuge vials (1 per replicate)

tations that have negligible effects in laboratory condi- containing a fixative (4% glutaraldehyde in PBS buffer). From
tions (Davies et al. 1999) and the inherent limitations each replicate, 5 worms were randomly picked out of the

fixative and mounted on an agar pad with a drop of PBSof biometrical analysis methods (Keightley 1998a;
buffer and photographed at �50 magnification.Lynch and Walsh 1998).

We have also used previously collected data on hermaphro-Here, we report on experiments in which we have
dite self-fertility and lifespan in the KC (generation 60,

assayed the above spontaneous MA lines for body size. Keightley and Caballero 1997) and VL lines (generation
We estimate the rate of accumulation of mutations for 163, Vassilieva et al. 2000) to investigate whether mutations

that affected body size had pleiotropic effects on fitness.body size and properties of the distribution of their
Artificial selection on new mutations: A single inbred indi-effects using methods that rely on the moments of the

vidual of the Bristol N2 strain of C. elegans was used to foundgenotypic distribution or by maximum likelihood (ML).
a new line, which was maintained for three generations by

We also report on the results of an artificial selection single-individual transfer. The population was then allowed
experiment on body size in a selfing population of the to expand, and each of three lines (designated control, high,

and low) was established by immersing 20 72-hr-old individualssame strain of C. elegans as was used to initiate the MA
in a sodium hypochlorite solution (Sulston and Hodgkinexperiments. We compare the two experiments by mod-
1988) and allowing the resulting eggs to hatch (a procedureeling the selection experiment, while assuming muta-
referred to as bleaching). Descendants from this ancestral line

tional parameters that we estimated from the MA experi- were frozen. Every generation, 96 individuals of the high line
ment. were randomly transferred to a fresh unseeded agar plate,

allowed to move for a few seconds, photographed at �25
magnification, and finally, collected into 12-well plates con-
taining M9 buffer (Sulston and Hodgkin 1988). The wormsMATERIALS AND METHODS
were measured (see below), and then the 20 individuals show-
ing the largest volume were selected and bleached on a freshStrains, culture conditions, and freezing: Three indepen-
plate, giving rise to the following generation. A similar proce-dent sublines of the Bristol N2 strain of C. elegans were used
dure was applied to the low line, except that the 20 individualsin the experiments, all originally obtained from the Caenorhab-
with the smallest volume were selected. In the control line,ditis Genetics Center (St. Paul, MN): one for each set of MA

lines (see below) and one for the artificial selection experi- 20 individuals were collected at random. The procedure was
repeated each generation. Every 6 generations, descendantsment. All strains were maintained at 20� in 9-cm NGM agar

plates seeded with a lawn of Escherichia coli strain OP50 (Suls- of all three lines were frozen. Selection was continued for 48
generations.ton and Hodgkin 1988). Strains were frozen at �80� in a

glycerol solution using standard procedures (Sulston and At the end, the ancestral line and all lines from generations
12, 24, 36, and 48 were revived from freezing and split intoHodgkin 1988).

Mutation accumulation: The procedures used to generate three replicates derived from three to five individuals. The
replicates were allowed to expand to high density over 2–3the MA lines have been discussed in detail in the original

reports (Keightley and Caballero 1997; Vassilieva and generations. Before the assay, each replicate was propagated
for 2 generations by bleaching 20 hermaphrodites andLynch 1999). A series of 50 MA lines in the Keightley and

Caballero (KC) experiment and a series of 100 strains in the allowing the eggs to develop normally. Finally, 10 96-hr-old
hermaphrodites per replicate were allowed to lay eggs in aVassilieva and Lynch (VL) experiment were founded (inde-

pendently in each experiment) by the descendants of a single fresh plate for �1 hr. Twenty to 28 hr later 20 larvae per
replicate were transferred to a fresh plate and, 72 hr after egginbred individual derived from the N2 strain of C. elegans. Each

MA line was maintained for several generations by transfer of laying (no significant differences among lines in hatching
time were detected), 10 hermaphrodites were randomly trans-a single individual larva picked at random.

For this study we assayed 48 lines from the KC set that had ferred to a fresh agar plate without food and photographed
at �25 magnification. The remaining hermaphrodites wereaccumulated mutations for 60 generations and 69 lines from

the VL set that had accumulated mutations for an average of photographed at 120 hr in the same way.
In parallel to the previous experiment, adult hermaphro-152 generations (SD � 3.7). These strains (denoted KCMA

and VLMA, respectively) and two replicates (1 and 2) of the dites from the ancestral line and all lines from generation 48
were allowed to lay eggs onto fresh plates for 2 hr. For eachcorresponding KC and VL ancestral strains (denoted KCC and

VLC, respectively) were obtained from the different labora- line, 25 hatchlings were transferred to individual plates 14–16
hr after egg laying. Each worm was transferred daily to a freshlytories, kept at high density for 3–5 generations, and then

frozen in A. M. Leroi’s laboratory (Sulston and Hodgkin seeded plate and the number of viable progeny was counted
24–48 hr later. The life span of each worm was recorded.1988).

The lines were revived from freezing and allowed to expand Worm measurements: Individual worms were photographed
using a Leica dissecting microscope with a JVC KY-F50 videoto high density over three to four generations. All lines were

assayed simultaneously and concurrently with four sets of 10 camera connected to a Power Macintosh computer, running
the public domain NIH Image program (developed at thecontrol lines derived from the KCC1, KCC2, VLC1, and VLC2

replicates of the ancestral strains (one VLC1 subline was acci- U.S. National Institutes of Health and available on the Internet
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at http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image). In the MA line assay tion of mutational effects was assumed to be gamma, which
allows a wide variety of shapes. The distribution has two param-each individual was measured by tracing its outline using the

“Poly” Object type in Object-Image (Vischer et al. 1994; avail- eters, � specifying scale and � specifying shape. The mean of
the distribution is E(a) � �/�. A very large value for � impliesable on the Internet at http://simon.bio.uva.nl/object-

image.html). In the selection experiment and its assay, each a distribution with a variance close to zero and so is asymptoti-
cally equivalent to the equal effects model assumed underpicture was subjected to the “Convolve” command with the

Hat (13 � 13) kernel distributed with NIH Image. The outline the BM method, while small values of � imply leptokurtic
distributions. We employ the strategy of obtaining estimatesof each worm was closed manually and then was selected

automatically (using the “AutoThreshold” and “AutoOutline” of U and E(a) for a variety of distributions and comparing
the fit of the different distributions to the data via likelihood.commands) and measured. The cross-sectional area (A) and

perimeter (P) of the worm were thus obtained, and these The basic analysis described above assumes that mutations
have unconditionally negative effects on body size and that gmeasurements were used to estimate body volume (S), under

the assumption that the worm is cylindrical: is therefore positive. We also investigated the fit to the data of
models in which the distribution of mutational effects follows a
reflected gamma distribution with a proportion R of mutationsS �

�(P � √P 2 � 16A) (P � √P 2 � 16A)
256

.
having an increasing effect on the trait and a proportion 1 �
R decreasing. In the full model, the parameters to be esti-

Body volume was expressed as S � 103 mm3 throughout, for mated were M, the two Ve, U, �, E(a), and R.
computational convenience. Note that the measurements in Approximate SEs for the ML estimates were calculated from
the assays of the MA and selection lines are not directly compa- the curvature of likelihood about the maxima (Weir 1996).
rable, because the worms in the former were fixed in glutaral- Predicting the selection response: In a selection experiment
dehyde, which causes the worms to shrink by �30% in volume involving an outcrossing species starting from an inbred ances-
(CV � 4.7%, N � 18), independently of initial size. tral strain, it is possible to obtain estimates of the mutational

Analysis of the MA experiments: In each of the four sets variability, Vm, by regression of the observed cumulative re-
of lines, we fitted a nested linear model to the individual sponse to selection against the expected response according
measurements, with line and replicate within line as random to genetic models that make different assumptions about the
effects, and estimated the components of variance between nature of the underlying genetic variation (Hill 1982b). A
lines (VL) and within replicates (the environmental variance, general solution for the asymptotic selection response under
Ve) by restricted maximum likelihood (REML). The residuals an additive model applies both to the infinitesimal model and
of individual measurements were normally distributed in the to a major genes model, whereas the initial rate of response
VLC lines (Shapiro-Wilk test, P 	 0.1), but not the KCC, KCMA, depends on the genetic details (Hill 1982b). The selection
and VLMA lines (P 
 0.0005). The increase in genetic variance response from new mutations under systems of mating involv-
per generation due to mutation was estimated as Vm � ing partial inbreeding has been theoretically investigated by
VL/(2t), where t is the number of generations of mutation Caballero and Hill (1992) and Caballero and Santiago
accumulation. The change in the mean per generation was (1995). In the case of a selfer such as C. elegans, the simple
calculated as �M � [MMA � MC]/t, where MC and MMA are the predictions of response under artificial selection from new
means of the control and MA lines, respectively. The haploid mutations is impossible, principally because selective sweeps
genomic mutation rate per generation (U) and the average of advantageous mutations greatly reduce the effective popula-
mutational effect (a) in the homozygous state were estimated tion size. Since the effect of selective sweeps on background
by the Bateman-Mukai (BM) method (Bateman 1959; Mukai genetic variation depends on the effects and genome-wide
1964), in which mutation effects are assumed to be equal: rate for new mutations, general solutions for the initial or

asymptotic selection responses have not been obtained.UBM � (�M)2/(2Vm)
Therefore we investigated whether the results from the MA

a BM � 2Vm/�M . and the artificial selection experiments accorded with one
another by Monte Carlo simulation of the selection experi-Approximate SEs for the linear model parameters (M, Ve, and
ment. We simulated truncation selection with a Poisson distri-VL) were obtained using a normal approximation to the REML
bution of family size assuming unlinked new mutations oc-estimators; approximate SEs for other statistics were calculated
curring throughout the genome. Mutations occurred in theas the median absolute deviations (a robust estimator of the
progeny and had an immediate effect on phenotypic valueSD) of the statistic calculated on 1000 bootstrapped data sets
(hence affecting the probability of selection in the generationat the level of line. The above analyses were done using the
in which they occurred). The order of events in the simulationstatistical software R (Ihaka and Gentleman 1996).
was therefore mutation, selection, recombination. We alsoEstimates of the genomic mutation rate and parameters of
examined the effect of variation of the degree of dominancethe distribution of mutational effects were also obtained by
of new mutations.maximum likelihood as described in detail previously (Keight-

ley 1994, 1998a). Briefly, the phenotypic value of each repli-
cate mean was assumed to be a normally distributed random

RESULTSenvironmental effect with mean M and variance Ve minus a
genetic effect g. The calculations were carried out on replicate Mutation accumulation—basic statistics and BM anal-
means rather than individual values to reduce the problem of

ysis: In both the KC and VL lines (see materials andnonnormality of the residuals of individual values (see above).
methods), mean body volume decreased with the accu-The residuals for replicate means deviated significantly from

normality only in the case of the KCMA lines (P 
 0.005). mulation of spontaneous mutations (Figure 1). Mean
The environmental variance was found to differ significantly body size declined by �M/MC � �0.02% per generation
between VLC and VLMA lines, so separate Ve were fitted for in the KC lines (one-tailed permutation test, P 	 0.3)
control and MA lines. The value of g was the sum of ng random

and by �0.06% per generation in the VL lines (P 
deviates from the distribution of mutational effects (the pa-
0.05; Table 1). Note that, on average, the KC controlrameters of which are estimated), where ng is a random integer

from a Poisson distribution with parameter Ut. The distribu- lines were 20% larger than the VL control lines (P 
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Figure 1.—Distributions of mean body volumes
in control (solid bars) and mutation-accumulation
lines (open bars) of C. elegans. Both the KC (A)
and VL (B) sets were assayed simultaneously (total
number of individuals measured, N � 2178).

0.0001), even though they were both derived from Bris- In the VL lines, using the BM analysis, the haploid
genomic mutation rate per gamete per generation wastol N2 (Figure 1). Considerable variation among other

N2 sublines has also been detected for longevity (Gems estimated to be UBM � 0.0018, while the mean homozy-
gous mutational effect on body size was estimated to beand Riddle 2000).

In both the KC and VL lines, the among-line variance aBM/MC � �32% decrease in body size (Table 1). The
estimates of mutational parameters for the KC lines(VL) of body volume increased with the accumulation of

spontaneous mutations (Figure 1; Table 1). The among- (UBM � 0.0003 and aBM/MC � �76%) are more imprecise
because �M is nonsignificant (Table 1). Presumably,line variance component was nonsignificant in both sets

of control lines (ANOVA, P 	 0.1) but significant in this is a consequence of 2.5 times fewer generations of
both sets of MA lines (P 
 0.0001). The genetic variance MA and the smaller number of lines analyzed in the
(Vm) increased by �0.4 � 10�3 per generation due to KC compared to the VL experiment.
mutation in the two sets of lines (Table 1). The muta- Body volume was positively correlated with fertility
tional heritability was h2

m � Vm/Ve � 0.4% and the muta- among MA lines in both experiments (Table 1; KC,
permutation test, P 	 0.1; VL, P 
 0.05; combinedtional coefficient of variation was CVm � √Vm/MC � 1%.
significance by Fisher’s method, P 
 0.05). The Vm forThe environmental variance (Ve) of body volume in-
life span in the KC experiment was nonsignificantcreased with the accumulation of spontaneous muta-
(Keightley and Caballero 1997). Body size was nottions in the VL experiment (F-test, P 
 0.05), but did
significantly correlated with life span among the VLMAnot change significantly in the KC experiment (P 	

0.05). lines (r � �0.09, SE � 0.13, P 	 0.4).
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TABLE 2TABLE 1

Basic statistics from the mutation-accumulation experiments Estimates of mutational parameters from ML analysis
assuming a one-sided gamma distribution

Experiment
Estimate (SE)

Parameter KC VL
Model (�) U E(|a|)/MC Fit

M (controls) 2.376 (0.030) 1.956 (0.030)
M (MA) 2.346 (0.039) 1.788 (0.045) KC
Ve (controls) 0.105 (0.011) 0.100 (0.010) → ∞ 0.0022 (0.0014) 0.20 (0.036) �0.5
Ve (MA) 0.087 (0.005) 0.122 (0.006) 2 0.0031 (0.0023) 0.15 (0.068) �0.0
VL (controls) 0.007 (0.008) 
0.001 (	1) 1 0.0041 (0.0031) 0.11 (0.058) �0.0
VL (MA) 0.055 (0.016) 0.105 (0.025) 0.25 0.010 (0.0081) 0.048 (0.029) �0.1
�M � 103 �0.507 (0.789) �1.106 (0.351) 0.0625 0.034 (0.0290) 0.014 (0.010) �0.2
Vm � 103 0.460 (0.131) 0.345 (0.082)
CVm (%) 0.903 (0.247) 0.949 (0.117) VL
h 2

m (%) 0.438 (0.245) 0.345 (0.091) → ∞ 0.0027 (0.0008) 0.24 (0.035) �0.4
UBM 0.00029 (0.00307) 0.00177 (0.00403) 2 0.0033 (0.0011) 0.16 (0.050) �0.3
aBM/MC �0.763 (0.272) �0.319 (0.043) 1 0.0045 (0.0016) 0.15 (0.045) �0.8
r 0.229 (0.222) 0.318 (0.130) 0.25 0.011 (0.0043) 0.060 (0.022) �1.6

0.0625 0.039 (0.0160) 0.018 (0.008) �2.0
Values are estimates (SE) of the following statistics: M, mean

body volume; Ve, environmental variance; VL, among-line vari- Fit is the difference in log-likelihood of the model with the
ance; �M, rate of decline in mean body volume per genera- value of � shown from the best-fitting model, the parameters
tion; Vm, mutational variance; CVm, coefficient of mutational of which are given in the text.
variation; h 2

m, mutational heritability; UBM and aBM, haploid
genomic mutation rate per generation and average homozy-
gous mutational effect, under an equal effects model; r, pheno-

much higher mutation rates than the equal effectstypic correlation between body size and fertility (MA line
means). model (Table 1). However, in the KC experiment the

best-fitting one-sided gamma distribution has a � param-
eter of 1.2 and a mean homozygous effect of 12%, while
the corresponding estimates from the VL experimentMutation accumulation—ML analysis: Under ML, the
are � � 5 and mean effect E(a) � 25%. The best-fittingmodel with equal mutational effects (� → ∞) corre-
models therefore imply platykurtic distributions of mu-sponds to the model assumed under the BM analysis.
tational effects, although it is not possible to discrimi-In the case of the VL experiment, the ML and BM
nate between these models and models involving bi-estimates of U and aBM/MC are reasonably close to one
modal distributions of mutation effects (Davies et al.another, but the parameter estimates agree rather
1999).poorly in the case of the KC experiment (Tables 1 and

The fit of reflected gamma distributions was investi-2). However, the ML analysis under the equal effects
gated with the shape parameter � fixed at 2, a valuemodel gives estimates that are remarkably similar in
that gives a good fit to both data sets under the one-both experiments with considerably smaller sampling
sided model (see Table 2). Investigation of a range ofvariances than the BM analysis. This is due to a more
models with different values of � was not feasible, dueefficient use of the available information on the distribu-
to the high computational demands of the likelihoodtion of the data under ML (Keightley 1998a). Both
evaluation. In the case of the KC data set, the best-fittingexperiments point to low rates of mutation affecting
reflected gamma has a proportion of positive effectsbody size (�0.0025 per haploid genome per genera-
parameter (R) of 0.30. However, there is very little infor-tion), comprising mutations with large effects (�20%).
mation to distinguish models with different R values,The ML analysis also allowed the fit of a variety of
since the fit of models with R � 0 and R � 0.5 is notgamma distributions with different shape parameters
significantly poorer (Table 3). In the case of VL, an(�) to be compared (Table 1). As has been the case
unreflected distribution in which all mutations havewith several other MA experiments in which ML or
decreasing effects fits the data best. The highest valueminimum distance methods (Garcia-Dorado 1997)
compatible with the data, based on a likelihood-ratiohave been employed, the fit to the data (measured in
test, is R � 0.2 (Table 3). These results suggest that thethe case of ML by log-likelihood) does not change a
distribution of mutational effects on body size is skewedgreat deal as a function of �. Thus, the data from the
downward.experiments are compatible both with the equal effects

Response to artificial selection: The measurementsmodel and models involving highly leptokurtic distribu-
taken during the selection experiment suggested thattions of mutational effects in which the mean effect is
both selected lines diverged gradually from the controlvery small, but most of the variance is contributed by

mutations of large effect. These latter models also imply line (Figure 2A). This was confirmed by the final assay
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Figure 2.—Response to selection for body vol-
ume on new mutations in C. elegans. (A) Mean
body volume in each line during the selection
experiment (total number of individuals mea-
sured, N � 13,647). (B) Mean body volume of
each line at generations 12, 24, 36, and 48, assayed
simultaneously (total number of individuals mea-
sured, N � 760). The responses of the high, low,
and control lines are indicated by solid, thick,
and dashed lines, respectively. The dotted lines
denote the mean � P of the ancestral and control
lines during selection.

(Figure 2B): The control line did not change signifi- The selected lines did not diverge significantly in fer-
tility (Kruskal-Wallis test comparing all lines, P 	 0.2;cantly in body volume during the selection experiment

(linear orthogonal contrast in one-way ANOVA on repli- Table 4) or life span (log-rank test comparing all lines,
on censored observations, P 	 0.1; Table 4). However,cate means, P 	 0.5), whereas both the high (P � 0.001)

and low (P 
 0.0001) lines diverged significantly. At even though the low line did not diverge in the total
number of offspring produced, it evolved a more pro-generation 48, the high line had increased by 8% and

the low line had decreased by 35%. tracted egg-laying schedule: Whereas hermaphrodites
in the ancestral, control, and high lines lay only �5%In C. elegans, adult hermaphrodites continue to grow

in volume and attain maximum body size at 100–140 of their fertilized eggs after 120 hr from hatching, those
from the low line laid 14% of their fertilized eggs inhr. The selected lines also diverged in body size at 120

hr (data not shown). Fitting the allometric equation that period (Kruskal-Wallis test comparing all lines, P 

0.001; Table 4).S120 � a · Sb

72 (where S72 and S120 are the mean body sizes
at 72 and 120 hr, respectively) to the line means at each Comparison of the mutation-accumulation and selec-

tion experiments: We tested the agreement betweengeneration (N � 13) showed that b was not significantly
different from 1 (nonlinear least-squares, b � 1.0, SE � the genetic changes observed in the MA and selection

experiments by simulation. We investigated two models,0.11) and, therefore, that selection changed body size
at the two times isometrically. Fitting an allometric equa- the first based on parameter estimates from the MA

experiments (Table 3), and the second with a hightion with b � 1, we obtained a � 1.40 (SE � 0.016),
which means that worms grew, on average, by 40% in mutation rate comprising mutations with small effects

that generated the same mutational variance. We as-volume between 72 and 120 hr.
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TABLE 3

Estimates of mutational parameters from ML analysis assuming a reflected gamma distribution

Experiment R U E(|a|)/MC log L (R � 0) log L (R � 0.5)

KC 0.3 0.0058 0.13 �1.1 �0.9
VL 0 0.0033 0.20 0 �8.6

sumed a reflected gamma distribution with shape pa- tiago et al. 1992), 0.02% for thorax length (Wayne
and Mackay 1998); Daphnia pulex, 0.3% (Lynch 1985);rameter 2 and the average of the R estimates from the

MA experiments (i.e., 0.15, Table 3) and compared the mouse, 0.5% (Keightley 1998b)]. The rate of change
of mean body size due to spontaneous mutation accu-control–low divergence with the simulations. Since

the traits measured in the MA and selection experiments mulation was ��0.05%, which is similar to the rate of
mutational decay for several life history traits measuredwere somewhat different, we assumed that mutational

effects were of the same magnitude when expressed on under standard laboratory conditions (Keightley and
Caballero 1997; Vassilieva and Lynch 1999).the scale of phenotypic SD (P) units, by scaling with the

Distribution of mutational effects: The estimates foraverage of the √Ve of the control lines in the MA experi-
genome-wide rates of mutation are also consistent withments (1.10, Table 1) and low selection line (0.430).
the surprisingly low estimates previously obtained forThe small additive mutational effects model gives the
several life history traits (Keightley and Caballerobest fit to the observations (Figure 3, Table 5), but
1997; Keightley and Bataillon 2000; Vassilieva etresponses under the large gene effects models with ei-
al. 2000). We estimated rates and effects of mutationsther recessive or additive mutations are highly variable,
by the BM method of moments and by ML. BM mutationand the observed response is compatible with both these
rate estimates assume unidirectional mutations withmodels (Table 5). In the case of the small recessive gene
equal effects and tend to be biased downward, sinceeffects model, the fit to the observed response only
mutational effects will vary (Lynch and Walsh 1998);approached significance: Only 5% of simulated re-

sponses exceeded the observed response of 1.64 at gen- however, the extent of this bias is unclear. A different
eration 48. C. elegans MA experiment involving ethyl methanesulfo-

nate (EMS) mutagenesis, for which the rate of point
mutation in the genome could be calibrated, suggested

DISCUSSION
that the genome-wide mutation rate estimated from the

Mutational variation for body size: Assays of the two genotypic distribution could be 	10 times too low
independent sets of C. elegans MA lines gave estimates (Davies et al. 1999; Keightley et al. 2000). This would
for mutational parameters that are in good agreement also imply substantial variation among mutation effects.
with one another. The mutational heritability for body However, the calibration depends on assuming a spe-
size was �h 2

m � 0.4% per generation, a figure somewhat cific rate for EMS-induced point mutations, and these
higher than previously reported for other life history have been obtained for a limited number of sites in the
traits in C. elegans (mostly in the range 0.1–0.3%; C. elegans genome (Anderson 1995). Better information
Keightley and Caballero 1997; Vassilieva et al. on the number of deleterious mutations actually arising
2000), but similar to estimates for body size in other in MA lines may ultimately be obtained by combining
species [D. melanogaster, 0.2% for wing dimensions (San- information on the overall level of selective constraint

in the genome (e.g., Shabalina and Kondrashov 1999)
with direct molecular estimates of the rate of accumula-TABLE 4
tion of molecular variants (Denver et al. 2000).

Correlated selection responses at generation 48 ML analysis allows the fit of alternative distributions
of mutational effects to be compared, as well as simulta-

Proportion of neous estimation of U and the average homozygousviable eggs laid
mutational effect. These are the parameters that weLine (N) Life spana Fertility after 120 hr (%)
would like to accurately estimate from MA experiments.

Ancestral (23) 13.2 (0.83) 265 (16) 5.2 (1.4) However, in practice, the information content is low,
Control (22) 11.9 (0.95) 279 (14) 5.9 (0.9)

so likelihood profiles for parameters of the distributionLow (25) 13.7 (0.99) 252 (11) 13.8 (1.5)***
of mutational effects are rather flat. The ML estimatesHigh (25) 14.7 (1.04) 263 (12) 4.6 (1.0)
suggest that the distribution of mutational effects could

Each selected line was compared to the ancestral line by a be platykurtic, a result we also observed for several life
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Significance levels: ***P 
 0.001; history traits (Keightley and Bataillon 2000; Vassi-others, P 	 0.05. Unless otherwise stated, values are means

lieva et al. 2000). Since the true number of mutations(SE).
a Kaplan-Meier product-moment estimates (SD). that have phenotypic effects at some level may have been
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Figure 3.—Comparison of the response to se-
lection for small body size with results from Monte
Carlo simulations that assumed similar parameter
values as estimated from ML analysis of MA experi-
ments (Table 4) or assuming many mutations with
small effects. A reflected gamma distribution of
mutational effects with the proportion of positive
mutations R � 0.15, the average of the estimates
from the MA experiments (Table 4), was assumed.
The mutation rate per haploid genome was as-
sumed to be U � 0.00485 (the average of the
estimates for the reflected gamma distribution,
Table 4) or 0.1, and the homozygous mutational
effect was assumed to be a � 1.10 or 0.241 P

units (Table 4), implying that effects on body size
in the selection experiment are a � 0.473 � 10�3

or 0.104 � 10�3 mm3. Mutations were either reces-
sive or additive. The lines are averages of 1000
simulation replicates.

drastically underestimated (see above), the inference Yang et al. (2001), also studying the effects of EMS on
of platykurtic distributions of mutational effects with quantitative traits in D. melanogaster, reported negative
relatively high means (of the order of 20%) could imply effects on body size. Taking all of the above evidence
that the outcome of the likelihood analysis (and BM together, the input of new mutational variation that
calculations) is heavily influenced by the presence of has the potential to fuel upward artificial selection (the
bimodality or multimodality in the distribution of muta- direction that is of most interest to breeders) could be
tional effects (Shaw et al. 2002). This relates to a fun- as much as an order of magnitude lower than the vari-
damental problem with any biometrical method for ance that can be used for downward selection. In addi-
estimating gene numbers and effects (e.g., the Castle- tion, mutations with large effects on quantitative traits
Wright index), which fails to detect mutations with small frequently have deleterious effects on components of
effects. fitness (Lyman et al. 1996), so the amount of mutational

Response to artificial selection: The two MA experi- variation that can fuel selection response for increased
ments and the response to artificial selection on body size may be reduced still further, perhaps to far below
size together provide evidence that spontaneous muta- the figure of 0.001 � Ve that is often assumed (Hill
tions have a greater overall effect decreasing than in- 1982a,b; Falconer and Mackay 1996). One experi-
creasing body size. Only 10–20% of the overall muta- ment that seems to contradict this view is a long-term
tional effect is in the upward direction. In Drosophila artificial selection experiment on body weight in mice
melanogaster the majority of large-effect spontaneous mu- (Keightley 1998b), in which the response to upward
tations detected in MA lines decrease wing length (San- selection was about twice as great as the downward re-
tiago et al. 1992), a trait closely correlated with body sponse. Crossing experiments between the mouse lines
size. Similarly, in a study of the effect of EMS mutagene- suggested that the upward response was due to one
sis on various quantitative traits in D. melanogaster, or two large-effect mutations. The stochastic nature of
Keightley and Ohnishi (1998) observed a significant response from new mutations might reconcile this ex-
reduction in body size of treated lines relative to controls periment with the others.
and inferred that the maximum overall proportion of The asymmetry of response to selection from new
increasing-effect mutations was 18%. More recently mutations described here contrasts with the results of

artificial selection experiments in outbred populations.
Responses to selection are generally asymmetrical forTABLE 5
life history traits (Frankham 1990), but tend to be fairly

Simulated selection response at generation 48 symmetrical for body size, in a variety of organisms (e.g.,
Dingle et al. 1988; Partridge and Fowler 1993). Sev-

U E(a) Gene action Simulated responsea

eral artificial selection experiments for components of
0.00485 0.473 Additive 2.11 (0.53, 3.77) body size have been conducted in outbred populations
0.00485 0.473 Recessive 1.13 (�0.02, 2.40) of Drosophila (Table 6). There is a significant tendency
0.1 0.104 Additive 1.46 (0.93, 2.00) for the response downward to be faster than upward
0.1 0.104 Recessive 1.19 (0.73, 1.74) (paired Wilcoxon signed rank test, P 
 0.05), by �25%

a Means (2.5, 97.5 percentiles) of 1000 simulation replicates. on average. But the asymmetric selection responses seen
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TABLE 6

Survey of realized heritability estimates from artificial selection on components of body size
in outbred populations of Drosophila

Realized heritability

Trait (reference) Replicate lines High line Low line h 2
H � h 2

L

Body size index (1) 2 0.14 0.20 �0.06
Body weight (2) 4 0.18 0.23 �0.05
Body weight (2) 4 0.17 0.14 0.03
Thorax length (3) 1 0.39 0.27 0.12
Thorax length (3) 1 0.32 0.26 0.06
Thorax length (3) 1 0.25 0.34 �0.09
Thorax length (4) 1 0.28 0.44 �0.16
Thorax length (5) 2 0.25 0.25 0.00
Thorax length (6) 2 0.14 0.12 0.02
Thorax length (6) 2 0.11 0.19 �0.08
Thorax length (6) 2 0.13 0.14 �0.01
Wing area (7) 1 0.58 0.59 �0.02
Wing area (8) 3 0.42 0.47 �0.05
Wing length (9) 1 0.03 0.12 �0.09
Wing length (9) 1 0.18 0.22 �0.04
Wing length (10) 2 0.36 0.41 �0.04
Wing length (10)a 2 0.27 0.33 �0.05
Wing length (11) 2 0.18 0.54 �0.36
Wing length (11) 2 0.29 0.40 �0.11
Wing length (11) 2 0.22 0.17 0.05
Wing length (11) 2 0.26 0.25 0.01
Wing length (11) 2 0.12 0.48 �0.35
Mean (SE) 0.24 (0.026) 0.30 (0.030) �0.06 (0.024)

Estimates are based on independent selection experiments in D. melanogaster and D. simulans.
a References: (1) Baptist and Robertson (1976); (2) Hillesheim and Stearns (1991); (3) Robertson

(1955); (4) Masry and Robertson (1978); (5) Scheiner and Lyman (1991); (6) Reeve and Fairbairn (1996);
(7) Partridge et al. (1999); B. Zwaan and L. Partridge, unpublished results; (8) McCabe et al. (1997); (9)
Robertson and Reeve (1952); (10) Tantawy et al. (1964); (11) Aguade et al. (1981).

in outbred populations may be caused by factors that lated the existence of positive pleiotropies between body
size and fertility, to explain the pervasiveness of positiveare not applicable to the selection experiment reported

here, such as elevated inbreeding depression in the phenotypic and genetic correlations between the traits
(Roff 1992, 2000; Stearns 1992). Such pleiotropiesselected lines relative to the control lines (Falconer

and Mackay 1996). Furthermore, the level of asymme- might arise if, for example, alleles that affect maternal
body size also influence gonad size, but have rarely beentry seen in the responses of outbred populations is lower

than that seen in the selection response reported here tested for. The MA experiments showed a positive phe-
notypic correlation between body volume and fertility.or the overall asymmetrical effects of spontaneous or

induced mutations seen in MA experiments. There are Although this correlation could be caused by correlated
mutational effects, Keightley et al. (2000) showed that,several possible explanations for this difference. Proper-

ties of alleles responsible for standing variation may even when mutational effects are uncorrelated, strong
correlations between life history traits may arise in MAdiffer from the new mutant alleles that accumulate un-

der artificial selection or drift in MA lines. For example, lines, if different lines carry different numbers of muta-
tions, so that the lines that carry the highest numbersdeleterious pleiotropic side effects of mutations that

increase size could be lower than those that decrease of mutations are strongly affected for both traits. This
possibility might account for the observation that bodysize, or the tails of the distributions of effects of upwardly

and downwardly acting mutations could be more differ- size and fertility were significantly correlated in the
VL set only, which accumulated mutations for �2.5ent than the parts of the distributions close to zero.

Alternatively, the alleles responsible for selection re- times longer than the KC set. Indeed, closer inspection
of our data suggests that several MA lines did not obeysponse could be segregating at intermediate frequen-

cies. All of these explanations imply a degree of uncou- the correlation: Of the lines in the top and bottom
10% for each trait in each data set, only 3 lines werepling between mutational and standing variation.

Correlation between mutational effects on body size simultaneously high or low for both traits, 2 lines were
high for one trait and low for the other, and 30 linesand fertility: Life history theory has repeatedly postu-
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were extreme for only one of the traits (data not shown). tism: sensory signaling as shown by loss-of-function mu-
tations in egl-4 (Daniels et al. 2000) and a gonadal signalFurthermore, body size diverged by �4P in the selec-

tion experiment without a detectable correlated change that represses adult growth (Patel et al. 2002).
in fertility. These data, taken together, suggest that mu- We thank Christopher Knight, Mavji Patel, and Ros Jones for help in
tational effects on body size and fertility are not strongly the experiments; Armando Caballero for helpful discussions; and Bas

Zwaan for making data available to us. The Biotechnology and Biologicalcorrelated. A similar conclusion was reached in a quanti-
Sciences Research Council and the Natural Environment Research Coun-tative genetic study of a positive correlation between
cil provided financial support. R.B.R.A. was funded by a fellowship frombody length and fertility among recombinant inbred
the Foundation for Science and Technology (Portugal) and C.L.-M. was

lines derived from a cross between the C. elegans isolates funded by a Marie Curie Research Fellowship.
N2 and BO: Five distinct QTL with effects on either
body length or fertility were detected, but none affected
both traits simultaneously (Knight et al. 2001).
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